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Planning the Routine 

TEMPLATE 
 

ROUTINE: DUNBAR ARRIVAL 
 

VISIONING  

 What is the leader(s) doing? 
Leaders are in hallway posted throughout every transition route.   
Routes: Pre-K and Kinder Hall-Gym-Cafetorium-Both Stairwells-2nd Floor 
Monitors lines during transition:  2-Feet/1-Square/0-Voices 
    *Silence (singing new song), Facing forward, Not standing too close or too far to the next 
      person in line        
     *Movement is Urgent but at a calm pace 
 
Leaders are assigning lightning quick corrections to student, but is also modeling silent hallways 
for both student and staff. When transitions do not go smoothly, leader should correct the 
behavior immediately.  When necessary, the leader should tell teacher to Do It Again and 
support or model a Do It Again for the teacher.  

 
Leader assists with transitions as needed, especially for newer teachers or teachers that are 
struggling. 
 
Leader will guide and escort Pre K and Kinder students to their classrooms. 

 

 What are the teachers doing?   
Teacher is at designated pick up site for their class at 7:35. Pre-K and Kinder teachers will greet 
their students at their classrooms upon arrival.  Students will enter doors directly on the Pre-K 
and Kinder hall.   
Teachers will receive students according to furthest room location to nearest room location in 
relation to the pick-up site.   
1st and 2nd Grade teachers will escort their students from the cafetorium to the lockers. Teachers 
will receive students according to furthest room location to nearest room location in relation to 
the pick-up site.   
3rd-5th Grade teachers will escort their students from the gym to the lockers.  Teachers position 
themselves at various points of the line so they can monitor transition to classrooms.  Teacher 
will give verbal reminders of 2-Feet/1-Square/0-Voices.  Teacher monitors for: 
    *Silence (singing new song), Facing forward, Not standing too close or too far to the next 
      person in line        
     *Movement is Urgent but at a calm pace 
As teacher manages the flow of students transitioning, teacher has a warm but professional tone 
and corrects uniform infractions, asking them to fix collars, tuck in shirts, etc. 
 
Teacher manages students at lockers with a warm, but firm tone, stopping every 4-5 students to 
scan the room and positively narrate urgency or students following directions. Teacher utilizes 
the ratio of 3 positive mentions for every 1 correction. Teacher effectively asks students to Do 
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It Again and re-enter the room if they are talking, off task, or moving without purpose. 
 
Teacher will proceed with classroom entry routine:  Greet Students/Stand at doorway 
and scan the room/Proceed with Do Now/BIC. 

 
 

 What are the students doing? 
Students are transitioning following expectations set forth by Leaders and Teachers.  Once 
students learn “Arrival Song” they will sing while transitioning to classrooms.  Students will 
move with purpose to their lockers and receive special classroom entry greeting and procedures 
from teacher. 
Various Students will be assigned specific jobs in grade 1st-5th to assist with Breakfast in the 
Classroom. (Pass out breakfast/Pass out table mats/Tidy classroom) 
 
 
 

 
 

 What will happen immediately when a student doesn’t comply? 
Teacher will issue a lightning quick correction followed by two quick positive mentions. If the 
behavior is egregious or clearly observed by other students, teacher will ask the student to Do It 
Again in a firm and formal tone, asking the student to move to the end of the line. If student 
still refuses to follow directions or escalates, the teacher refers the student to the Culture and 
Climate counselor or Culture and Climate AP  and they will follow-up. If more than two 
students are not following direction, the teacher will ask for the entire class to re-do the entry.  
As the year progresses, students will learn more about the S.L.A.C.K program and will be able 
to gain levels of rank. 

 
 
 
 

CREATE STEP-BY-STEP ROUTINE 

Students line up by the locker silently. 
Greet the line outside. 
While students enter class, shake hand and give positive greeting. 
Stand at the doorway to scan inside the classroom while greeting students. 
Narrate the positive and lightning quick correction. 
Breakfast in the Classroom 
Good First Instruction  
 
Greeting the line outside: 

 “Eyes on me. Thank you, (name of scholar)!  Thank you, (name of scholar)!.  Good 
morning. On your desk is a do now: it’s a review of yesterday’s induction. You have 4 ½ 
minutes to complete it. Please get started as soon as you get to your seats. 
 

If a student is not moving with purpose: 

 “(Name of scholar), (Name of scholar), are moving urgently to their desk.” 
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 “(Name of scholar not following direction), I know you can do that faster. Go back and do it 
again.” 

 “(Name of scholar), (Name of scholar), have already started the problem set.” 

  “(Name of scholar now following direction), thank you for your urgency.” 
 

While students enter class and you shake their hand: 

 “Good morning, (name of scholar)!  “Good morning, (name of scholar)!” 

 “(Name of scholar) looks like she is moving with purpose.” 

 “(Name of scholar) is getting started right away.” 

 “(Name of scholar) has pen out and is starting the Do Now.” 
 
Stand at doorway and scan the room after greeting 3-4 students  

 Exaggerate the scan to look at all students in the classroom and narrate the positive. 

 State lightning quick correction for off-task students. 
 

In class during the Do Now, narrate the positive: 

 “(Name of scholar) has his full heading already.” 
“(Name of scholar) has started problem #2 already.” 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

 


